**APSIPA ASC 2013**

APSIPA Annual Summit and Conference (ASC) 2013 was held in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, on October 29 to November 1, 2013. It was the 5th APSIPA annual conference. This year, we had the conference in the 85 sky tower hotel in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, and got a lot of excellent and dedicated scholars. The conference had high turnouts, which were over 410 attendees.

The Papers submission and presentations were organized in 6 separate tracks, corresponding to the technical areas covered by six APSIPA technical committees. Among them, the Speech, Language and Audio (SLA) track and the Image, Video and Multimedia (IVM) track attracted the largest numbers of submissions. For this conference, we also got the technical sponsorship from the IEEE Signal Processing Society, and all accepted papers are accessible via IEEE Xplore.

The technical program included 8 tutorial sessions, 3 keynote speeches, 2 plenary sessions (one on the Speech, Language, and Audio (SLA) and the other on Image, video and multimedia processing (IVM)), one forum discussion session (on the interaction of academia and industry), together with 48 oral sessions. Three best papers awards were announced in the conference banquet.

They are:

The Best Paper Award (IVM Track): Masaki Aono, Hitoshi Koyanagi and Atsushi Tatsuma, “3D Shape Retrieval focused on Holes and Surface Roughness”


During the conference, we prepared a series of social programs, including a welcome reception, a conference banquet with a unique cultural performance for all registrants. There were also a cruise banquet and buffet banquet.

The night for the conference banquet was amazing and amusing for all participants. There are the wonderful musical numbers as well as the stunning and inspiring drum dancing arts. The cruise banquet went with the touring around Kaohsiung harbour, which is the largest international Commercial port in Taiwan and is one of the prominent container ports in the world.
During the tour, participants saw various scenic spots and came to know the historical and natural facts of Kaohsiung harbor and its surrounding area with our dedicated English touring guide.

APSIPA ASC 2013 was successfully concluded at the afternoon of November 1st. It is your participation that makes APSIPA ASC 2013 successful. We welcome your contributions to ASIPA ASC 2014, which will be held in Chiang Mai, Thailand, December 9 - 12, 2014. We are looking forward to seeing old as well as new friends there.

About APSIPA

APSIPA Development Prevue

The Asia-Pacific Signal and Information Processing Association (APSIPA) is a non-profit organization with the following objectives as its mission:

- Providing education, research and development exchange platforms for both academia and industry
- Organizing common-interest activities for researchers and practitioners
- Facilitating collaboration with region-specific focuses and promoting leadership for worldwide events
- Disseminating research results and educational material via publications, presentations, and electronic media
- Offering personal and professional career opportunities with development information and networking

The idea of APSIPA was born in Hawaii in 2007. It was formally incorporated as “Asia Pacific Signal and Information Processing Association Limited” in Hong Kong on July 23, 2009. Dr. Sadaoki Furui was elected as the first President and all other BoG members were elected at the BoG meeting held on the first day of APSIPA ASC 2009, October 4, 2009. All BoG members were approved at the first Annual General Meeting held on October 5, 2009, and APSIPA was officially established.

Major Events in APSIPA Preparation Stage

April 19, 2007: the initialization meeting was held in Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
December 8, 2007: the 1st APSIPA Steering Committee Meeting was held in Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan
April 3, 2008: the 2nd APSIPA Steering Committee Meeting was held in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
December 13, 2008: the 3rd APSIPA Steering Committee Meeting was held in the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Kowloon, Hong Kong
April 23, 2009: the 4th APSIPA Steering Committee Meeting was held in Taipei, Taiwan

APSIPA Milestones

- October 4-7, 2009: 2009 APSIPA Annual Summit and Conference was held in Sapporo, Japan
- Dr. Sadaoki Furui was elected as the first President of APSIPA
- The first APSIPA Board of Governors was installed
- December 14-17, 2010: 2010 APSIPA Annual Summit and Conference was held in Biopolis, Singapore
- October 18-21, 2011: 2011 APSIPA Annual Summit and Conference was held in Xi’an, China
- December, 2011: The APSIPA Social Network Program was launched
- January, 2012: The APSIPA Distinguished Lecturer Program was launched
- April, 2012: The 1st issue of APSIPA Newsletters was published
- May, 2012: The open-access journal "APSIPA Transactions on Signal and Information Processing", published by the Cambridge University Press, was launched
- December 3-6, 2012: 2012 APSIPA Annual Summit and Conference was held in Los Angeles, California, USA
- Dr. C.-C. Jay Kuo succeeded Dr. Furui to become the 2nd President of APSIPA
- September 1, 2013: The APSIPA Friend Labs Program was launched
- October 29-November 1, 2013: 2013 APSIPA Annual Summit and Conference was held in Kaohsiung, Taiwan
- November, 2013: the first APSIPA Advisory Board was established
1. Introduction

Emotion recognition is the ability to identify what you are feeling from moment to moment and to understand the connection between your feelings and your verbal/non-verbal expressions. Intact perception of emotion is vital for communication in the social environment. Although various studies in emotion recognition from speech, text or facial expression have shown the benefits using different features and classifiers [1-5], toward high-performance emotion recognition, an important issue is the modeling of dynamic aspects of emotional expression. In a natural conversation, a complete emotional expression is typically composed of dynamic aspects representing temporal phases of onset, apex, and offset. In general, when the temporal course of emotional expression is complex, the temporal information could be lost owing to inappropriate model structures which may lead to inaccurate estimates of the statistical model parameters and therefore result in unsatisfactory classification [6-10]. To capture the temporal information, many design issues regarding the structure and the training process of the hidden Markov model (HMM) have been investigated.

In most HMM-based emotion recognition schemes, the left-to-right topology of the HMM structure was used [11-13], and has proven useful in modeling the speech signal for describing the temporal courses of emotional expressions. However, it may be invalid for utterance-based emotion recognition, especially in natural conversation. Typically, a complete emotional expression is expressed by more than one utterance in natural conversation, and in more detail, each utterance may contain several temporal phases of emotional expression. Figure 1 shows that when the emotional state (i.e., happiness) of Speaker 1 is evoked through conversation, Utterance 1 only covers the temporal phase of onset, while the apex and offset phases are covered in Utterance 2. Effective modeling of dynamic aspects in a real conversational environment is desirable to model the complex temporal structure in speech emotional expression.

2. Dynamic Aspect Modeling

For complex temporal structure modeling, in this article, a sequence of M temporal phases, each modeled by a sub-emotion HMM, is used to characterize an emotional state expressed in an isolated sentence. Besides temporal courses, emotional expression is further characterized by low/high intensity as shown in Figure 2. In order to better describe the temporal course of an emotional expression, a sub-emotion transition model similar to the language model widely and successfully used in speech recognition is employed. By integrating the sub-emotion transition model, the proposed temporal course modeling scheme can further provide a constraint on allowable temporal phase sequences to determine an optimal emotional state in an isolated utterance.

Given the observation sequence \( O = o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_T \), the probability of an emotional state with temporal phase sequence \( E \) can be estimated using (1), where \( \hat{E} \) represents the emotion recognition result by maximizing the a posteriori probability \( P(E|O) \).

\[
\hat{E} = \arg \max_E P(E|O)
\]

(1)

The a posteriori probability \( P(E|O) \) can be further decomposed and simplified using the Bayes’ rule to obtain the emotion recognition result as follows:

\[
\hat{E} = \arg \max_E P(O|E)P(E)
\]

(2)

Where \( P(O|E) \), denoting the likelihood of the observation, is calculated using the corresponding sub-emotion HMM sequence. \( P(E) = P(e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_M) \) is the a priori probability of observing temporal phase sequence \( E = e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_M \) and is estimated by the sub-emotion transition model. A bigram transition model is adopted and constructed to estimate the probability

\[
P(E) = P(e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_M) = \prod_{m=1}^{M} P(e_m | e_{m-1})
\]

A recognition network for the pre-defined grammar shown in Figure 3 is constructed based on the temporal phase definition [7-9].
3. Experimental Results

A conversation-based affective speech corpus [10] was collected from the Multimedia Human-Machine Communication (MHMC) Laboratory. The speech data were provided by 53 students of both genders in National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan. During the recording session, toward naturalistic conversation, a conversation topic was first selected by each paired participants, and for each topic, the participants spoke as they like instead of navigating a pre-designed script. For four emotional states (Happy, Angry, Sad and Neutral), a total of 2,120 utterances were collected to form the MHMC conversation-based affective speech corpus.

Subjective tests were performed to set the ground truth of emotional expression for the recorded data. Three annotators were recruited from the MHMC laboratory, and each of them was asked to give an opinion on the emotion label for the recorded data. During the labeling process, the annotators were allowed to check the emotion expression of the recorded data more than once to ensure that the labels can truly reflect their feelings. After the labeling process, each labeled data was then evaluated by checking the opinions of all annotators. If less than two annotators reached an agreement, the data was not included in the experiment. Finally, a total of 1,114 data, which passed the evaluation (i.e., simultaneously passed the emotion and temporal phase labeling procedure), were regarded as the ground truth data for the ensuing experiments.

In the experiments, two popular classifiers were considered: Support Vector Machine (SVM) and HMM [5], [12], [13]. For performance comparison, the SVM with radial basis kernel function was used and the traditional HMM with left-to-right topology and eight hidden states was adopted to model the entire sentence for comparison. For SVM, the global features [5] were used in which the minimum, mean, and maximum of the extracted prosodic features were considered. In the proposed approach, a left-to-right HMM with three hidden states was applied for modeling each temporal phase. In the experiments, 80% of the ground truth utterances were selected from the MHMC conversation-based affective speech corpus for training, and the remaining utterances were selected for testing.

The average recognition accuracy for three approaches is shown in Table 1. The confusion matrix of the proposed approach is further shown in Table 2. The results in Table 1 show that comparing with SVM and the traditional HMM approaches, the proposed approach of the temporal course modeling achieved the best recognition accuracy. The results confirm that considering the temporal phases and combining the sub-emotion transition model is able to better describe the dynamic aspects of emotional expression in natural conversation. Compared to the previous approaches, with the property of expression intensity, the proposed
Temporal course modeling is helpful to alleviate the effect of diverse expression intensities and therefore to diminish the variations of model parameters and distinguish the expression styles.

4. Conclusion

This article presented an insight into the dynamic aspects of speech emotional expression. The complex temporal structure, characterizing the dynamic aspects of emotional expression, is helpful for improving the recognition accuracy. For effective emotion recognition, future research to explore the expression styles from different users is a viable direction, which may be further related to the expression manner and significantly associated to the personality trait.

<p>| Table 1 Average emotion recognition rates of four emotional states using different models. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>HMM</th>
<th>Temporal Course Modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>50.22%</td>
<td>56.50%</td>
<td>79.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2 Confusion matrix of the proposed temporal course modeling approach for four emotional states. |
|-----------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
|               | Happy | Angry | Sad | Neutral | Accuracy |
| Happy          | 31 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 91.18% |
| Angry          | 18 | 25 | 1 | 1 | 55.56% |
| Sad            | 4 | 32 | 2 | 84.21% |
| Neutral        | 6 | 7 | 3 | 90 | 84.91% |
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I. INTRODUCTION

We are surrounded by sounds and noises in presence of room reverberation [15]. The observed mixed signals are usually less than source signals. The mixing condition is prone to be varied by the moving sources or in case of source replacement. It becomes challenging to estimate the desired audio and speech signals and develop a comfortable acoustic communication channel between humans and machines. Audio source separation in realistic conditions has been a fascinating avenue for research which is crucial for broad extensions and applications ranging from speech enhancement, speech recognition, music retrieval, sound classification, human-machine communication and many others. How to extract and separate a target audio or speech signal from noisy and nonstationary observations is now impacting the communities of signal processing and machine learning.

The traditional blind source separation (BSS) approaches based on independent component analysis (ICA) were designed to resolve the instantaneous mixtures by optimizing a contrast function based on the measure of independence or non-Gaussianity. In previous BSS methods, the frequency characteristics and location of individual sources and how these sources were mixed were not sophisticatedly investigated. Solving the instantaneous mixtures did not truly reflect the real reverberant environment which structurally mixed the sources as the convolutive mixtures [11]. The underdetermined problem in presence of more sources than sensors may not have been carefully treated [14]. The contrast functions may not flexibly and honestly measure the independence for an audio or speech signal from noisy and nonstationary observations is now impacting the communities of signal processing and machine learning.

Generally, signal processing and machine learning provide fundamental knowledge and algorithm to resolve different issues in audio source separation. The goal of this article is to overview a series of recent advances in adaptive processing and learning algorithms for BSS in presence of speech and music signals. We survey the recent solutions to over/underdetermined convolutive separation [12], sparse source separation [1], nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [4][13], information-theoretic learning [2][5], online learning [5] and Bayesian inference.

In general, these algorithms are classified into front-end processing and back-end learning as shown in Figure 1 [6]. In front-end processing, we highlight on the adaptive signal processing to analyse the information on each source, such as its frequency characteristics and location, or identifying how the sources are mixed. We review the works on frequency-domain audio source separation which could align the permutation ambiguities [12], separate the convolutive mixtures, identify the number of sources [1], resolve the overdetermined/underdetermined problem [14]. The back-end learning is devoted to recover the source signals by using only the information about their mixtures observed in each microphone without frequency and location information on each source. We build a statistical model and infer the model by using the mixtures. We introduce the estimation of demixing parameters through construction and optimization of information-theoretic contrast function [2][3]. The solutions to music source separation based on NMF [13] and sparse learning [4] are addressed. Next, we focus on the uncertainty modeling for the regularized signal separation in accordance with Bayesian perspective. The nonstationary and temporally-correlated source separation [5] is presented.

II. FRONT-END PROCESSING

Considering the issue of unknown number of sources, a Gaussian mixture model with Dirichlet prior for mixture weight parameter was proposed to identify the direction-of-arrival (DOA) of source speech signal from individual time-frequency units. This model was applied to estimate the number of sources and deal with the sparse source separation [1].

For the determined or the overdetermined problem, the number of microphones is enough for the number of sources. The complex-valued ICA was proposed to separate the frequency bin-wise mixtures. For each frequency bin, the ICA demixing matrix is optimized so that the distribution of the demixed elements is far from a Gaussian [11].

There is scaling ambiguity in an ICA solution. For an audio source separation task, the scaling ambiguity is resolved by representing the observed signals at microphones with the scaled separated signals [11].

In an underdetermined system, the number of microphones N is insufficient for the number of sources M, we typically employ the method based on time-frequency masking, where we need to estimate which source has the largest amplitude for
each time frequency slot \((f,t)\). For this purpose, we apply a clustering method to \(M\)-dimensional observation vectors \(x_{ft}\) and to calculate the posterior probability \(p(C_m|x_{ft})\) that a vector \(x_{ft}\) belongs to a cluster or a source \(C_m\). Then, the time frequency masks \(M_{ftm}\) are made and used to find the separated signals \(s^{(m)}_{ft} = M_{ftm}x_{ft}\). The posterior probability \(p(C_m|x_{ft})\) is calculated by using a likelihood function \(p(x_{ft}|\Theta)\) based on a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with parameters \(\Theta\) [12].

The method based on ICA or GMM performs a source separation task in a frequency bin-wise manner. Therefore, we need to align the permutation ambiguity of the ICA or GMM results in each frequency bin so that a separated signal in the time domain contains frequency components from the same source signal. This problem is well known as the permutation problem of frequency-domain BSS [9]. The dominance measures [10][12] performs very well for this problem. When using ICA, we employ the power ratio of the scaled separated signals as a dominance measure \(r_f^{(m)}(t)\) [10]. On the other hand, when using a GMM for time-frequency masking, we employ the posterior probability \(r_f^{(m)}(t) = p(C_m|x_{ft})\) as a dominance measure [12]. After calculating the dominance measure, we basically interchange the indices \(m\) of the separated signals so that the correlation coefficient \(\rho(r_f^{(m)}(t), r_f^{(m)}(t))\) between the dominance measures at different frequency bins \(f\) and \(f'\) is maximized for the same source.

III. BACK-END LEARNING

In this section, we focus on the machine learning solutions to audio source separation. We consider blind speech or music separation as a learning problem without special treatment on convolutive mixtures or extraction of frequency features and location information on each source signal. Let the observation vector \(x_i = [x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{itN}]^T\) from \(N\) microphones at time frame \(t\) be mixed by \(x_i = As_i\), where \(A\) is an unknown \(N \times M\) mixing matrix and \(s_i = [s_{i1}, \ldots, s_{iM}]^T\) denotes a vector of \(M\) mutually-independent source signals. For the case of \(N = M\), BSS problem is resolved by ICA method which optimizes a contrast function \(D(X, W)\) measuring the independence or non-Gaussianity of the demixed signals \(\hat{s}_i\) based on a demixed matrix or separation matrix \(W\), i.e. \(\hat{s}_i = Wx_i\). The demixing matrix can be estimated in accordance with the gradient descent algorithm or the natural gradient algorithm from a set of audio signals \(X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_T\}\). The metrics of likelihood function, negentropy and kurtosis are popular to serve as ICA contrast functions. More meaningfully, the information-theoretical contrast function is adopted to measure the independence between the demixed signals.

The statistical hypothesis test was recently proposed to carry out an information measure of confidence towards independence by investigating the null hypothesis \(H_0\) where the demixed signals \(S = \{\hat{s}_1, \ldots, \hat{s}_T\}\) are independent against the alternative hypothesis \(H_1\) where the demixed signals are dependent [2]. The contrast function was formed as a log likelihood ratio given by \(D(X, W) = \log p(S|H_0) - \log p(S|H_1)\). More generally, the measure of independence is calculated as a divergence between the joint distribution of the demixed signals and the product of marginal distributions of individual demixed signals. This divergence measure equals to zero in case that the condition of independence is met. A general convex divergence measure was derived by substituting a general convex function \(f(t) = -\frac{1}{1-\alpha} \left[1-2^{-\frac{\alpha}{2}} - t(1+\alpha)^{-\alpha} - \frac{\alpha}{2} t - t(1+\alpha)^{-\alpha}\right]\) into Jensen’s inequality to construct a contrast function for ICA optimization. This convex divergence \(D(X, W, \alpha)\) is developed with an adjustable convexity parameter. In cases of \(\alpha = 1\) and \(\alpha = -1\), the general convex divergence is realized to the convex-Shannon divergence and the convex-logarithm divergence where the convex functions based on Shannon’s entropy and negative logarithm are adopted, respectively.

The dictionary learning based on the nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is recently hot issue in audio source separation [7]. NMF attempts to decompose the nonnegative mixed samples \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T}\) into a product of nonnegative mixing matrix \(A \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times M}\) and nonnegative source signals \(S \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times T}\) by minimizing a divergence measure \(D(X, A, S)\) between \(X\) and \(AS\). NMF is a parts-based representation which only allows additive combination and can be directly applied to decompose the nonnegative mixed audio signals. The absolute values of short-time Fourier transform (STFT) are calculated
to form $X$. The standard NMF is fulfilled according to a regularized least square criterion with sparsity constraint.

More recently, the convex divergence [3] and Itakura-Saito (IS) divergence [13] were treated as the objective function to derive solution to NMF. For example, IS divergence is written by $D_{IS}(X, A, S) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \frac{X_{nt} - \log X_{nt} - 1}{X_{nt}}$ which depends only on the ratio $\frac{X_{nt}}{A_{nt}S_{nt}}$. In [8][13], minimizing IS divergence was shown to be equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood $\log p(X|S)$ based on the multivariate complex-valued Gaussian distributions where $X$ denotes a matrix of STFT complex-valued coefficients.

In [4], Bayesian NMF was proposed for monaural music source separation which decomposed a single-channel mixed signal $X$ into a rhythmic signal $X_r$ and a harmonic signal $X_h$. Let the nonnegative monaural matrix $X \in \mathbb{R}^{F \times T}$ in time-frequency domain be chunked into $L$ segments $\{X^{(l)}\}$. Each segment is represented by $X^{(l)} = X_r^{(l)} + X_h^{(l)} = A^{(l)}S_r^{(l)} + A_h^{(l)}S_h^{(l)}$ where $\{S_r^{(l)}, S_h^{(l)}\}$ are two groups of segment-dependent encoding coefficients, $A^{(l)}$ denotes the bases for harmonic source which are individual for different segments $l$, and $A_h$ denotes the bases for rhythmic source which are shared across segments. Assuming the basis components are Gamma distributed and the encoding coefficients are Laplacian distributed, Bayesian group sparse learning for NMF was performed to resolve the underdetermined source separation through a Gibbs sampling procedure.

Further, we face the challenges of changing sources or moving speakers, namely the source signals may abruptly appear or disappear, the speakers may be replaced by new ones or even moving from one location to the other. The mixing conditions and source signals are accordingly nonstationary and should be traced to assure robustness in nonstationary source separation [5]. A meaningful approach to deal with the robustness issue in audio source separation is constructed from Bayesian perspective. Some prior information is introduced for uncertainty modeling and knowledge integration. Let $X^{(l)} = \{x_t^{(l)}\}$ denote a set of mixed signals at segment $l$. The signals are mixed by a linear combination of $M$ unknown source signals $S^{(l)} = \{s_t^{(l)}\}$ using a mixing matrix $A^{(l)}$, i.e. considering a noisy ICA model $x_t^{(l)} = A_t^{(l)}s_t^{(l)} + e_t^{(l)}$ where $E^{(l)} = \{e_t^{(l)}\}$ denotes the noise signals. We assume that $A^{(l)}$ and $S^{(l)}$ are unchanged within a segment $l$ but varied across segments. To tackle the nonstationary source separation, we attempt to incrementally characterize the variations of $A^{(l)}$ and $S^{(l)}$ from the observed segments $X^{(l)} = \{X^{(1)}, X^{(2)}, \ldots, X^{(l)}\}$. Online learning is conducted to compensate for nonstationary conditions of mixing coefficients and source signals segment by segment. We also present the solution to nonstationary and temporally correlated source separation where the mixing condition is changed continuously and the temporal correlation in time-series signals, e.g. mixing coefficients and source signals, is taken into account. Online learning and Gaussian mixture models are merged into a separation system which compensates for the nonstationary and temporally correlated mixing environments and source signals, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a series of adaptive methods which were developed for different issues in BSS. In front-end processing, we addressed high-performance solutions to overdetermined and underdetermined problems which are based on the processing of complex-valued time-frequency signals and the noise-masking method using Gaussian mixture model. The permutation problem was solved according to the correlation coefficient between dominance measures at different frequency bins. In back-end learning, we addressed the importance of information-theoretical learning for ICA optimization. The recent methods of sparse learning and dictionary learning based on NMF were presented for speech/music source separation. The online learning and Bayesian learning designed for nonstationary source separation were also presented for improving the robustness for audio source separation.
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Congratulations on Prof. Li Haizhou and team winning President’s Technology Award 2013, Singapore

The President’s Technology Award (PTA) gives recognition to research scientists and engineers in Singapore who have made outstanding contributions to research & development resulting in significant new technology or innovative use of established technology. On 25 September 2013, Prof. Li Haizhou received the PTA award from His Excellency Dr Tony Tan Keng Yam, the President of the Republic of Singapore, “For their outstanding contributions to human language technology that have empowered the industry and benefited the Asian society”. Prof. Li’s team was the only PTA winner in Singapore in 2013.

Professor Li Haizhou, an internationally-renowned scientist, and his team Dr Ma Bin, Ms Aw Ai Ti, and Dr Su Jian have made a remarkable breakthrough in human language technology that transforms the interface of mobile applications and breaks down the language barriers for Asian society.

Among the 7,105 living spoken languages that Ethnologue documented in 2013, 2,304 are spoken by Asians, representing more than half of the world’s population. However, traditional human language technologies were developed using English and other major languages as the workbench, which cannot be applied to many Asian languages. Over the past nine years, Professor Li and his team pioneered new approaches to speaker recognition, multilingual speech recognition, tonal language processing, as well as lexical, syntactic, semantic and discourse analysis. These novel inventions now serve as the foundation of the Abacus language engine, a commercial grade technology solution for the Bahasa Indonesian, English, Malay, Mandarin Chinese, Thai, and Vietnamese languages. Abacus accurately converts continuous speech into text, identifies the accents, dialects, and languages being spoken, establishes a speaker’s identity by his/her voice, and translates languages between one another.

The technological breakthrough is significant. The Abacus engine achieved a leading performance in US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) international benchmarking competitions, including NIST Language Recognition Evaluation 2007, NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation 2008 and 2012, and NIST Text Analysis Conference 2011, representing the state-of-the-art in academia and industry. In developing the Abacus engine, the team addressed the unique research problems that Asian languages face, such as multilingual speech and tonal language processing, and translation between Asian languages. The team also formulated a novel industry process for
rapid technology deployment that has been adopted widely by the industry.

The team’s recent achievements have put Singapore on the world map. In 2009, Professor Li was elected as a Board Member of the International Speech Communication Association (ISCA) and named one of the two Nokia Visiting Professors by the Nokia Foundation. In 2012, Dr Su Jian was elected as an Executive Committee Member of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL). Their work has also been published as an ‘Invited Paper’ in the Proceedings of the IEEE in 2013, the most highly-cited general interest journal in electrical engineering and computer science, and honored as ‘The Most Cited Article’ in Elsevier Speech Communication during 2008-2013. One major outcome of the team’s research is the establishment of the Baidu-I²R Research Centre (BIRC) in Singapore. In 2012, the internet giant Baidu and I²R set up BIRC as Baidu’s first overseas joint laboratory to further the research of speech information processing and Asian language processing. The establishment of BIRC is an endorsement of the team’s technological achievements. The Abacus language engine has become one of the most sought after solutions internationally for text input, question and answering, spoken dialogue, and voice biometrics in mobile applications. For the past three years, the Abacus engine has been licensed to more than 15 leading international companies to enable many innovative products. In particular, the Abacus engine was adopted in 2012 to power the Lenovo A586, the world’s first voiceprint smartphone. The team also contributed to ITU-T F.745 and H.625 international standards for network-based speech to speech translation in 2010.

**APSIPA Advisory Board (AAB)**

APSIPA has recently elected 10 prominent figures to act as members of the Advisory Board as follows:

**Antonio Ortega**, University of Southern California, USA (2015)

**Eliathamby Ambikairajah**, University of New South Wales, Australia (2015)

**Hideaki Sakai**, Kyoto University, Japan (2015)

**Hitoshi Kiya**, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan (2015)

**Jiwu HUANG**, Sun Yat-Sen University, China (2015)

**K. J. Ray Liu**, University of Maryland, USA (2015)

**Li Deng**, Microsoft Reserch, USA (2015)

**Lin-Shan Lee**, National Taiwan University, Taiwan (2015)

**Mark Liao**, Institute for Information Science, Taiwan (2015)

**Yoshikazu Miyanaga**, Hokkaido University, Japan (2015)

The Charter for APSIPA Advisory Board (AAB) can be found on: [http://apsipa.org/members.htm](http://apsipa.org/members.htm)
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Albert Einstein Quotes

1. Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.
2. Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop questioning.
3. We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.
4. Try not to become a man of success, but rather try to become a man of value.
5. Anyone who doesn't take truth seriously in small matters cannot be trusted in large ones either.
6. Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.
7. If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.
8. It's not that I'm so smart, it's just that I stay with problems longer.
9. Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.
10. Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.
11. It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.
12. I know not with what weapons World War III will be fought, but World War IV will be fought with sticks and stones.
13. The value of a man should be seen in what he gives and not in what he is able to receive.
14. Everyone should be respected as an individual, but no one idolized.
15. Never do anything against conscience even if the state demands it.
16. I think and think for months and years. Ninety-nine times, the conclusion is false. The hundredth time I am right.

Selected by Waleed H. Abdulla
The regular technical program tracks and topics of interest include (but not limited to):

1. Biomedical Signal Processing and Systems (BioSIPS)
   - 1.1 Biomedical Imaging
   - 1.2 Modelling and Processing of Physiological Signals (EKG, MEG, ECG, EMG, etc.)
   - 1.3 Biologically-inspired Signal Processing
   - 1.4 Medical Informatics and Healthcare Systems
   - 1.5 Genomic and Proteomic Signal Processing

   - 2.1 Nanoelectronics and Gigascale Systems
   - 2.2 VLSI Systems and Applications
   - 2.3 Embedded Systems
   - 2.4 Video Processing and Coding
   - 2.5 Signal Processing Systems for Data Communication

3. Image, Video, and Multimedia (IVM)
   - 3.1 Image/video Coding
   - 3.2 2D image/videos Processing
   - 3.3 Image/video Segmentation and Recognition
   - 3.4 Multimedia Indexing, Search and Retrieval
   - 3.5 Image/video Forensics, Security and Human Biometrics
   - 3.6 Graphics and Animation
   - 3.7 Multimedia Systems and Applications

4. Speech, Language, and Audio (SLA)
   - 4.1 Speech Processing: Analysis, Coding, Synthesis, Recognition and Understanding
   - 4.2 Natural Language Processing: Translation, Information Retrieval, Dialogue
   - 4.3 Audio Processing: Coding, Source Separation, Echo Cancellation, Noise Suppression
   - 4.4 Music Processing

5. Signal and Information Processing Theory and Methods (SIPTM)
   - 5.1 Signal Representation, Transform and Fast Algorithms
   - 5.2 Time Frequency and Time Scale Signal Analysis
   - 5.3 Digital Filters and Filter Banks
   - 5.4 DSP Architecture
   - 5.5 Statistical Signal Processing
   - 5.6 Adaptive Systems and Active Noise Control
   - 5.7 Sparse Signal Processing
   - 5.8 Signal Processing for Communications
   - 5.9 Signal Processing for Energy Systems
   - 5.10 Signal Processing for Emerging Applications

6. Wireless Communications and Networking (WCN)
   - 6.1 Wireless Communications: Physical Layer
   - 6.2 Wireless Communications and Networking: Ad-hoc and Sensor Networks, MAC, Wireless Routing and Cross-layer Design
   - 6.3 Wireless Networking: Access Network and Core Network
   - 6.4 Security and Cryptography
   - 6.5 Devices and Hardware

Submission of Papers
Prospective authors are invited to submit either full papers, up to 10 pages in length, or short papers up to 4 pages in length, where full papers will be for the single-track oral presentation and short papers will be mostly for poster presentation. The conference proceedings of the main conference will be published, available and maintained at the APSIPA website.

Important Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Important Dates</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submission of Proposals for Special</td>
<td>May 9, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sessions, Forum, Panel &amp; Tutorial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of Full and Short Papers</td>
<td>June 6, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of Papers in Special</td>
<td>July 4, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification of Papers Acceptance</td>
<td>Aug. 29, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of Camera Ready Papers</td>
<td>Sep. 26, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Registration Deadline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorial Session Date</td>
<td>Dec. 8, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit and Conference Dates</td>
<td>Dec. 9-12, 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E-mail: secretary@apsipa2014.org
**APSIPA Who’s Who**

**President:** C.-C. Jay Kuo, University of Southern California, USA  
**President-Elect:** Haizhou Li, Institute for Infocomm Research, A*STAR, Singapore  
**Past President:** Sadaoki Furui, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan  
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**Are you an APSIPA member?**  
**If not, then register online at**  
http://www.apsipa.org